
Sharp’s Cemetery Board of Directors Meeting – 6/9/20 

Attendees: Virtual ZOOM meeting with Tom Swan, Charles Moore, 
Jerry Hendricks, Aimee Martin, Pam Goffinet, Bill Ayers and Vince 
Dougherty. Absent: Franklin Mackie. 
 
• Burials. Kathleen Maccari was buried on May 30 Above the driveway, 

Row 36, Lot 3N. Tomorrow, June 10 Kay Beaudett will be buried in the 
Center Section, Row 9, Lot 24S. In addition, a headstone was installed for 
Harry Davis in South Section, Row 15, Lot 18N. Corner stones need to be 
installed but we have 5 extra D’s on hand. 

• Corner stones. Tom ordered corner stones for Mackie, Johnston, 
Graham and Prak from Abba Monument for $180 per set. Ted informed 
him that the standard base for headstones has been increased from 12 
to 14 inches wide. 

• Mowing schedule and trimmer damage. Tom spoke with Eric Welch and 
they agreed that the cemetery will switch from a weekly mowing to a 10 
day schedule for the summer. Eric confirmed that he is no longer using a 
heavy string for his trimming. 

• Financial report. Pam issued a check to Eric for $1000 for four mowings 
in May and purchased stamps for $22. We received checks for $950 for 
the Maccari burial and will receive a check soon for the Beaudett burial. 
No transfers have been made from checking to the investment account 
which has regained most of what was lost during the recent downturn.  

• Memorial Day flags. An unknown group placed numerous American flags 
throughout the cemetery for Memorial Day that have since been 
removed presumably by the same unidentified group. 

• New plantings. Tom noted that a number of geraniums have been 
planted in the clump of trees along the southern fence. Jerry responded 
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that he and his brother in law cleaned out that patch adjacent to the 
Hendricks lot before the burial of Joanne Wooldridge and that the 
flowers were planted in her honor. 

 

Submitted by Jerry Hendricks 

Next ZOOM meeting on July 14, 2020 


